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of the Black Sea' Dynamical coupling of the oxic,
suboxic, and anoxic layers
Ternel Oguz
Institute of Marine Sciences,Middle East TechnicalUniversity,Erdemli, Icel, Turkey

Hugh W. Ducklow
Collegeof William and Mary, Virginia Institute of Marine Sciences,GloucesterPoint
Paola

Malanotte-Rizzoli

Department of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences,MassachusettesInstitute of
Technology,Cambridge

Abstract. A one-dimensional,vertically resolved,physical-biogeochemical
model
is usedto provide a unified representationof the dynamically coupledoxic-suboxicanoxic system for the interior Black Sea. The model relates the annual cycle of
plankton production in the form of a seriesof successive
phytoplankton, mesozooplankton, and higher consumerblooms to organic matter generationand to the
remineralization-ammonification-nitrification-denitrification
chain of the nitrogen
cycle as well as to anaerobic sulfide oxidation in the suboxic-anoxic interface zone.
The simulationsindicate that oxygen consumptionduring remineralization and
nitrification, together with a lack of ventilation of subsurfacewaters due to the presenceof strongstratification, are the two main factorslimiting aerobicbiogeochemical
activity to the upper •75 m of the water column, which approximately corresponds
to the level of nitrate maximum. The position of the upper boundary and thus the
thicknessof the suboxiclayer are controlledby upper layer biologicalprocesses.
The quasi-permanent character of this layer and the stability of the suboxic-anoxic
interfacewithin the last severaldecadesare maintained by a constantrate of nitrate
supply from the nitrate maximum zone. Nitrate is consumedto. oxidize sinking
particulate organic matter as well as hydrogen sulfide and ammonium transported
upward from deeper levels.

1.
1.1.

sitychanges
by ,,5 kgm-3 fromat ,, 11.0at the surface
to at ", 16.0kg m-3 at 100m depth.

Introduction
General

Characteristics

of the Vertical

A conceptualmodel of the presentstate of the Black
Seabiogeochemical
structureis shownin Figure 1. Four
Two distinct features of the vertical biogeochemical distinct layers are identified in this system. The eustructure of the Black Sea are the oxygendeficiencyand photic zone extendsfrom the free surfaceto the depth
nitrogendepletionof the subsurface
waters. Becauseof of the 1% light level and has a maximum thicknessof
weak vertical mixing due to the presenceof a strong •050 m. This is the layer of active aerobic planktonic
density stratification and poor ventilation of deep wa- processesand is also characterizedby high oxygenconters by lateral influxes, the sub pycnoclinewaters are centrationsof the order of 300/•M. The uppermost 20permanentlyanoxic. The predominantvertical gradi- 30 m of the aphoticzone is calledthe oxycline/upper
ents of biogeochemicalproperties are confinedwithin nitracline zone in which oxygen concentrationreduces
the stronglystratifiedupper 100 m layer, in which den- to •10/zM, whereas nitrate concentration increasesto
around6-8/•M. In the subsequentoxygen-deficient
layer
of •-30 m, knownas the SuboxicLayer (SOL), nitrate
Copyright2000by the AmericanGeophysical
Union.
Biogeochemical Structure

concentrations undergo a sharp decreaseto trace val-

ues (•0.1 /•M) [Murray et al., 1989; Basturket al.,
1994, 1997;Buesseleret al., 1994;Eremeev,1996]. The
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Figure 1. Schematicdiagramof the biogeochemical
structureof the upper layer water column
in the Black Sea.

species
SOL is followed by a deep anoxic layer characterized 1999].Many of the dominantmesozooplankton
by large hydrogensulfideand ammoniumpools. The supporting fish populations were replaced by smaller
suboxic-anoxicinterface zone involvesa complicatedse- and lessvaluable species,as well as by the opportunisries of bacteriallymediatedredoxreactions[Murray et tic speciesNoctiluca scintillans, A urelia aurita, Pleuroal., 1995, 1999; Rozanov,1996]. Thesereactionscon-

brachia,and Mnemiopsisleidyi[$hushkinaet al., 1998;

trol the downward transport of nitrate and the upward
transportsof ammonium and sulfidenear the interface
zone. The suboxic layer most commonly exists as very
thin layerswith steepchemicalgradientsin sedimentsof

Kovalev et al., 1998; $higanova et al., 1998; Mutlu,

1999;Kideys et al., 2000].
These transformations in the phytoplankton and
mesozooplanktonlevels of the ecosystemwere also accompanied by an apparent increase in organic matter

riversand othereutrophicsystems[ThomsenandKristensen,1997; Neumann et al., 1998]but alsoexistsin contentof the upper water column[Konovalovet al.,
the major hypoxicoceanbasins[Warren, 1994].How- 1999],enhancedbacterialproductionand organicmatever, it is most easilystudiedin the Black Sea owingto ter decomposition
[Vinogradovet al., 1999], and subthe great physicalstability of the water column,which sequently higher rates of oxygen consumption. Conenabled accurate resolution of the oxygen and sulfide sequently,the dissolvedoxygen gradient zone shifted
gradientstructure. Physicalstability seemsto maintain graduallyupwardin the 1970sand 1980s[Basturket
a well-defined redox structure which constitutes one of
al., 1998], eventhoughonsetof the oxycline(around
the uniquecharacteristicsof the Black Sea biogeochem- at •14.5 kg m-3) and the positionof the sulfideinical system.
The biogeochemicalstructure shown in Figure I reflects the state of the Black Sea ecosystemafter the
1970s, following intense eutrophication and ecological
deterioration as a result of large inputs of nutrients and
contaminants introduced from the Danube, Dniestr,
and Dniepr Rivers to the northwesternshelf. The available data indicate subsequent,dramatic changesat all

terface(aroundat •16.1 kg m-3) remainedunchanged
(Figure 2a). A somewhatsteeperoxyclineimpliesan
upward expansionand broadeningof the oxygendefi-

cientsuboxiclayer[Konovalovet al., 1999].
More active organic matter decompositionalso led
to higher rates of nitrogen production within the oxygenated part of the water column and of nitrogen consumption due to denitrification further below. Comparisionof nitrate profilesmeasured20 yearsapart [Tugrul

trophic levels[Mee, 1992; Zaitsev and Mamaev, 1997;
Ozsoyand Mikaelyan, 1997; Ivanov and Oguz, 1998]. et al., 1992;Kempe,1995]suggestedan upwardelevaThe average phytoplankton biomassincreasedby an tion of the position of the nitrate peak from the denorder of magnitude, with profound changesin taxo- sity levelof at •15.8 to •15.5 kg m-3 (•10 m within
the cyclonically-dominatedinterior Black Sea). The
nomiccomposition[Zaitsev,1993; Vinogradovctal.,
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Figure 2. (a) The dissolved
oxygen(/•M), and (b) the nitrate (/•M) profilesversussigma-t(kg

m-3) measured
duringthe R/V Atlantis1969(solidcircles)andR/V Bilim1991(opensquares)
surveys.

wereexploredby Gregoire
et al. [1998]using
magnitudeof the peak alsoincreased
from •3.0 /•M ecosystem
to •8.0/•M duringthis periodas a resultof continuous a three-dimensionalphysical-biologicalmodel.
Few modelingstudieshave addressednitrogen and
nutrientsupplyfrom rivers(Figure2b).
sulfur cyclesin the oxic-anoxicinterfaceregionof the
1.2. Existing Modeling Studies
BlackSea [Yakusherand Neterin, 1997; Oguzet al.,
to the interfacereThe modelingeffortsgivenby Lebedeva
and Shushk- 2000].Thesemodelswererestricted
gion
and
were
therefore
decoupled
from
euphoticzone
ina [1994],Oguzet al. [1996,1998,1999],Gregoire
et

processes.
In the Yakusher
andNeretin[1997]
al. [1998],and Lancelotet al. [2000]dealtonlywith biological

simulationsof the upper layer plankton system. Oguz model,oxygenwasthe onlyoxidantto drivethe sulfur

et al. [1996]presented
a one-dimensional,
vertically cycle. In contrastto the observedoxygenand sulfide
resolved,coupledphysical-biogeochemical
model with depletedsuboxiczone[Murrayet al., 1989],their simuoxygenand sulfide
singlegroupsof phytoplankton
and zooplankton,de- lationsshowedoverlappingdissolved
concentrations
in the regionbetweenoxygenatedwaters
and the anoxicpool. However,no dynamical reasoning
1998,1999],distinguishing
two majorclasses
of phyto- was offered for this coexistencelayer. It appeared to
of the choiceof highervertical eddy
plankton(diatomsand flagellates)and two dominant be a consequence
diffusivity,
which
caused
an appreciablyhigher downzooplanktonsizegroups(microzooplankton
and mesoward
oxygen
flux
into
the
interfacezone. Belyaevet
zooplankton).The modelwasfurthermodifiedby in-

tritus, ammonium,and nitrate. This model was later
extendedto a slightlymorecomplexform [Oguzet al.,

andLyubartsev
[1998]aptroducinga simplemicrobialloop, two distinctgroups al. [1997]andLyubartseva
plied
a
similar
model
of
oxygen-sulfide
interactions
to
of gelatinous
carnivores
(Aureliaauritaand Mnemiopthe
northwestern
shelf
region.
sisleidyi),andthe opportunistic
species
NoctilucascinOguz et al. [2000]proposeda model with a sometillans(T. Oguzet al., Modelingthe response
of topwhat
different set of redox reactionscatalyzed by the
down controlexerted by gelatinouscarnivoreson the
manganese
cycle.The modelwasbasedon the hypothBlackSeapelagicfood web, submittedto Journalof
esis
that
the
anaerobic sulfide oxidation and nitrogen
Geophysical
Research,2000) (hereinafterreferredto as
transformations
were the primary mechanismscontrolOguz et al., submitted manuscript,2000) The latter
ling
the
interface
structurebetweenthe suboxicand
model was then usedto investigatehow top-down conanoxic
layers.
Following
Murray et al. [1995,1999],it
trol by gelatinouscarnivoresoperated during the last
was
proposed
that
the
upward
fluxesof sulfideand amtwo decades in the Black Sea ecosystem. A one dimonium
are
oxidized
by
Mn(III,
IV) and Fe(III) species,
mensional model with comparable ecosystemcomplexity, but consideringonly bulk properties over the euphotic layer was used to study the northwesternshelf

whereas the downward flux of nitrate may be reduced

shelf-deepbasin interactionson the northwesternshelf

dissolvedabiotic, chemicalreductionis alsothought to

by dissolvedmanganese
and ammonium.Mn(II) oxidation
and
Mn(IV)
reduction
are both microbiallycatecosystem
[Lancelotet al., 2000]and the interiorbasin
alyzed
[Tebo,
1991,
1998;
Francis
andTebo,1999],but
ecosystem[Lebedeva
and Shushkina,1994]. Effectsof
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play a rolein Mn(IV) reduction.In Oguzet al. [2000], ing the relevantperiod[Murray ct al., 1989].The bioonly manganesecycling was included, and the addi- logical model simulationsare verified by biweekly time
tional contributionof iron cyclingwasneglectedfor sim- seriesmeasurementsobtained off Gelendzhik (northplicity. Even with sucha highly simplifiedrepresenta- easternBlackSea)during1978[Shushkina
ct al., 1983].
tion of the redoxprocesses,
the model provideda realis- The Gelendzhik data define the main features of the
tic suboxic-anoxic interface zone structure and was able
annual plankton cycle suggestedby other data setscolto give quantitative evidencefor the presenceof an oxy- lectedduringthe 1980s[Shushkina
et al., 1998;Nezlin
gen depleted and nonsulfidic suboxic zone. This model
ct al., 1999] prior to the populationexplosionof anpointed out the crucial role of the downwardsupply of other gelatinous carnivore, Mnemiopsis leidyi, in the
nitrate from the overlyingnitracline zone and the up- 1989-1991 period. Thus, although they were made 10
ward transport of dissolvedmanganesefrom the anoxic yearsapart, the 1978 biologicalmeasurementsand 1988
pool below for maintenance of the suboxic layer. Oxichemical measurementsused here belong to the same
dation of dissolvedmanganeseby nitrate was found to ecosystemperiod. They were chosensimply becauseof
be responsiblefor the productionand cyclingof particu- their quality and coverage.
late manganese,which in turn oxidizedhydrogensulfide
The major goal of the paper is to explore the unand ammonium transported upward from deeperlevels. derlying mechanismswhich maintain the stability of
This mechanismwas shown to lead to a quasi-steady the biogeochemical
structure(Figure 1) overa decadal
state

suboxic-anoxic

interface

structure

similar

to ob-

servations.

timescale.

The

model

is used to simulate

the distinct

features of the water column biogeochemicalstructure
outlined in Figure 1. It addressesspecifically ques-

1.3. Aims and Scope of the Present Study

tionson (1) ventilationcharacteristics
and mechanisms
governing
oxygen
production/consumption
in the water
As pointed out in section 1.2, a comprehensivemodel
column;
(2)
seasonal
variability
of
the
suboxic
layer in
providing a unified representation of the oxic-suboxicterms
of
its
characteristics
and
thickness;
and
(3) the
anoxic system in the Black Sea is not yet available. The
existing models were devoted either to representation

relative roles of nitrification-denitrification and H2S oxi-

dation processesfor controllingthe structure of the suboxic
layer from its upper and lower boundaries, respecor separately to suboxic-anoxicinteractions. Without
tively.
A detailed descriptionof the model formulation
a coupled model of these two distinct biogeochemical
is
given
in section2. The resultsof a specificsimulation
layers, we cannot realistically investigate the underlyare
then
discussedin section 3. A summary and main
ing dynamics of the full water column. In light of eviconclusions
are presented in section 4.
dencethat biologicalfluxes have a considerableimpact

of euphoticzoneprocesses
(e.g., planktonproductivity)

on suboxiczone dynamics(see Figures 2a and 2b), a
model of the dynamically coupled oxic-suboxic-anoxic 2. Model
Formulation
system is a prerequisite for understanding the developOur strategy was to model the Black Sea vertical
ment of Black Sea biogeochemistryover the last three
biogeochemical
structure above the deep anoxic pool
decades. The model presented here servesthis purpose
as
simply
as
possible
with a minimum number of unand is designed specifically to describe the perturbed
knowns
and
of
poorly
defined
parameters. At the same
ecosystem
conditionsof the late 1970sand 1980s(domtime,
we
must
retain
sufficient
complexity in the model
inatedby gelatinousand opportunisticspecies)and subto
provide
reasonably
realistic
simulations. Because
sequentlymodifiedoxycline/nitraclineand suboxiczone
structures.
Observations
carried out in the 1990s indionly •10% of the primary productionis exported into
the deeper levels of water column and the rest is recycated the stability of this structure with slight modificled
efficiently from the surface to the suboxic-anoxic
cations in oxygen and nitrate concentrationsand in the

slopesof the nitraclineand oxycline[Konovalovet al.,
1997,1999;Basturket al., 1997].
The model presented here is an extension of our previous simulations

of the carnivore-dominated

Black Sea

ecosystem(Oguz et al., submittedmanuscript,2000)
and redox cycling acrossthe suboxic-anoxicinterface

zone [Oguzet al., 2000]. It is appliedfor the interior
Black Sea, which possessesa simpler structure, compared to that in the shelf areas. The nitrogen and redox
cycle models are calibrated and verified by the Knorr

1990data [Friedrichct al., 1990],whichconstitutethe
best and most complete available data set acquired dur-

interfacezone[Karl and Knauer, 1991;Kempe,1991],
out' model excludes complicated sulfur cycling within
the deep, anoxic part of the water column.
A nitrogen-basedmodel of the pelagicplankton system is coupled through particulate and dissolvedorganic matter fluxes to the water column nitrogen cycle
model involvingtransformationsamongammonium,nitrite, and nitrate. These models are also coupled with
a model of oxygenand redox dynamicsdescribingoxygen variations within the water column and various
oxidation-reduction
reactions near the suboxic-anoxic
interface zone. The oxidation-reduction reactions in the
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nitrogen cycle,as well as manganeseand sulfur transformations,are modeledwithout addingstate variablesfor
the organismsinvolved(nitriflers, Mn and H2S oxidizers etc.). Ideally these populationswould be modeled
aswe nowmodelcarbontransformations
[e.g., Walshet
al., 1999],but lack of specificlocal data on the groups
involvedpresenta barrier to a more comprehensiveapproach at this time. Data on biomass levels and esti-

mates of biomass-specific
constantswould provide useful constraintsfor such a model. For now, we model

thesetransformationsas chemicalreactionsrecognizing
that they are in fact biologicallymediated.
The biogeochemicalmodel has an on-line coupling
with the physicalmodel through vertical eddy diffusivity and temperature. The physical model, which has
been documentedpreviouslyby Oguzet al. [1996],is
based on a one-dimensional

version of the Princeton

OceanModel in whichwind- and buoyancy-inducedvertical mixing are parameterizedby a level 2.5 turbulence
closure model.

As givenby Oguzet al. [1996,1999],the local temporal variations of all biogeochemicalvariablesare expressedby equationsof the generalform

at + O(wbF)
Oz : Oz
•OF
OF
O[(Kb
+•b)
]+ •(F)' (1)
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detritus, microzooplankton, and some phytoplankton.
A schematicdiagram of the prey-predator interactions
among all plankton groups, as well as linkage to the
model of nitrogen cycling, is shownin Figure 3a.
As discussed
by (Oguz et al., submittedmanuscript,
2000), the 1980secosystemcannotbe representedrealistically, consistentwith observations,without a plankton model of this level of detail. However, our preliminary experiments suggestedthat such biological complexity was not necessaryfor simulation of the nitrogen
structure of the subsurfacelevels. A simpler biological
model may indeed provide sufficientnitrogen flux from
the euphotic zone to support a realistic biogeochemical
structure within the deeperpart of the upper-layer water column. In fact, simulations using a simpler model
without suboxic-anoxic
layer interactions[Oguzet al.,
1999]were quite successful
for reproducingmajor features of the nitrogen cycling in the water column. In
another study with an even simpler system [Oguz et
al., 2000], we neglectedeuphoticzone biologicalprocessesaltogether and parameterized their impacts by
specifyinga nitrogen flux as an upper boundary condition. This simple model was shown to generate a realistic suboxic layer structure for a particular range of
values of vertical eddy diffusivity and rate constantsof
biogeochemicalreactions. However, one of our longerterm interestsis to usethe presentmodel for investigating temporal evolution of the pelagic ecosystemsince
1960s and its impacts on the biogeochemicalstructure
of deeperwaters (cf. Figure 2). We thereforeretain
complexity in the biological model to form a baseline

where F denotesany state variable of the biogeochemical model, t is time, z is the vertical coordinate, 0
denotespartial differentiation, Kb is the vertical turbulent diffusioncoefficient,ub is its backgroundvalue representing mixing associated with internal waves, wb is
and to complement our future studies.
the sinkingvelocity(only for diatoms,detritus, and parSource/sink terms for the biologicalmodel are deticulate manganese),and •(F) is the interactionterm
scribed for each compartment by
expressed as a balance of sources and sinks for each of

the state variables. A detailed description of the biological source-sinkterms is provided in section 2.1.

R(P.•): (1 - X)af•Pf - Gs(Pf)Z•

2.1. Biological Model

•(Pd) = (1 - X)aa•Pa - G•(Pa)Z•

(2a)

-Gt(Pi)Zt - Gn(Pi)Zn- hfPi 2
(2b)

-Gt(Pa)Zt - G,•(Pd)Z,•- hapa2
The biological model representsthe pelagic foodweb with two groupsof phytoplankton (diatoms Pd,
=
+
+
phytofiagellatesPI), two classes of herbivorous/
q-Gs(B)]Zs-[Cl(Zs)Zl q-Gm(Zs)Zm
omnivorouszooplankton(microzooplanktonZs with size
less than 200 /•m, mesozooplanktonZt with size 0.2-2
(2d)
ram), nonphotosynthetic
freeliving bacterioplanktonB,
the gelatinouscarnivore group Z,• of medusaeA urelia
aurita, and an opportunistic speciesgroup Zn repre(2e)
senting the omnivorousdinofiagellate Noctiluca scintillans. The microzooplanktoncompartment represents
heterotrophic flagellates and ciliates and establishesa
(2f)
link betweenthe microbialloop and highertrophic levels in the model foodweb. The mesozooplanktoncompartment representscopepods,cladocerans,and appen:
(2g)
dicularians.They feed primarily on diatoms,detritus,
A balancebetweennet primary production(the first
and microzooplankton.The jellyfish Aurelia prey on
terms
on the right hand sidesof (2a) and (2b)), losses
mesozooplankton,whereasNoctiluca consumesmainly
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Figure 3a. (left) Prey-predatorinteractionsbetweenplankton groupsof the Black Sea pelagic
foodweb,and (right) couplingof the biologicalmodelwith the modelof nitrogencycle. Notation
as in text.

dueto zooplanktongrazing(the termsinsidethe square
brackets)and physiological
mortality (the last terms)

•n(N03) - [NO3/(jr•nq-NO3)]½xp(-½NH4) (3e)

controls temporal variations in the phytoplankton
/•a(NH4) ----NH4/(l•a -]-NH4)
(3f)
biomass. The effectsof respiration and phytoplankton
Light limitation (equation(3b)) is parameterized
acexcretion are included in the mortality terms. A fraccording
to
Jassby
and
Platt
[1976]
by
assuming
that
tion of the primary production is exuded as dissolved
photosyntheticallyavailable solar radiation at the sea

organicnitrogen(DON). Inorganicnitrogenis the only
limiting nutrient for phytoplankton growth under central Black Sea conditions.

Potential

silicate limitation

on diatom growth is therefore not addressed.

Phytoplanktongrowth in (2a) and (2b) is modeled

surface,Is, decaysexponentiallywith depthaccording
to a total extinction parameter due to water itself and
phytoplankton and detritus content:

I(z, t) = Isexp[-(kw+ kc(Pd+ Pf + D))z]

(3g)

as a product of the maximum specificgrowth rate, an
Ingestion, predation, mortality, and excretion are the
overall limitation function and phytoplanktonbiomass.
major
processescontrolling changesin the zooplankton
The overall limitation function is definedby
biomass. Ingestion is representedby the group of terms

ß - min[c•(I),/•t(N03, NH4)]f(T)

(3a)

insidethe first squarebracketsin (2c)-(2e). The second squarebracketsin (2c) and the subsequentterm in
each of (2d) and (2e) representspredation by higher

where rain denotesthe minimum of the light limitation functionc•(I), and the nutrientlimitation function predators. The last two terms define excretion and
/•t(N03, NH4), and the functionf(T) representstem- mortality, respectively. The present model considersa
perature control on the growth. They are expressedby

=

•t(NO3,NH4)

t)]

----/•n(N03) q-•a(NH4)

f (T) - r)(:r-2ø)/•ø
"•1o

(3b)

simple microbial loop in which organic nitrogen constitutes the sole source for heterotrophic bacteria to meet

(3c)

their nitrogenrequirements(the first term in (2g)). We
thereforeignorethe role of ammoniumuptake [Walsh
et al., 1999]. Detritus constitutesa secondarysource

(3d)

of nitrogen for bacterial growth. Grazing on bacterioplankton by microzooplankton and mesozooplankton

The nutrient-limitedgrowth(equation(3b)) is the sum
of ammoniumlimitation function /•a(NH4), and the
nitrate limitation function/•n(-NO3)givenby

(the terms inside the squarebrackets),and mortality
(the last term) representthe sink terms.
The growth/grazingratesin (2a)-(2g) arerepresented,
except for A urelia, by the Michaelis-Menten function
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Redox
cycling

where the maximum rate ri is controlled by the temper-

ature limitation functionf(T), individualfood content
V9j,and foodcaptureefficiencycoefficients
%. For Au-

/

velia, the grazing rate has a linear form with a time
dependent maximum rate specification

•

aj•j
Gm(½j)
- rm(t)f
m(T)
y}.n
an99n

4

4b

/

(3i)
8

2.2.

Nitrogen

Cycle Model

The nitrogen cycle model incorporates transformation of sinking labile organic detritus to organic and inorganicnitrogenforms and relateseuphoticzonebiological production to the remineralization-ammonificationnitrification-denitrification

chain in the water

column.

These processes
are formulated by introducingthe labile
pelagicdetritus D, dissolvedorganicnitrogen DON, nitrate NO3, nitrite NO2, and ammonium NH4 compartments. The elements of the nitrogen cycle model and
the processesincorporated are shown schematically in

Figure 3b. Pathwaysof biogeochemical
transformations constitutingelementsof the nitrogen and redox
cycles in the model. The numbers refer to remineral-

Figure 3b. The correspondingsource/sinkterms are

ization(1), ammonification
(2), first stepof nitrification (3a), second
stepof nitrification(3b), first stepof
denitrification
(4a), second
stepof denitrification
(4b),
oxidationof dissolved
manganese
by nitrate (5), oxi-

given by

oxidationof hydrogen
sulfideby particulatemanganese

dationof dissolved
manganese
by dissolved
oxygen(6),

(7), oxidation
of ammonium
by particulate
manganese
(8). The dottedlinesindicateoxygendependency
of
nitrification,andthe brokenlinesshowcouplings
of the
biologicalmodelwith the nitrogencyclemodel.

termsinsidethe sixthsquarebracket)and decompose

intodissolved
inorganic
nitrogen
forms(thelastterm).
Fecalpelletssinkwith a singlesettlingvelocity
whosemagnitude
varieshyperbolically
depending
on
the detritus concentration as

-

+

'

wherewd*-8 m d-x is the maximum
settlingspeed,
and Rd-0.2 mmol N m-3 is the half saturation con-

stant. Equation(5) specifieshigherfall speedsof diatomsandparticulatematerialswhenthe particlesare
aggregatedat higher concentrations.A similar formal-

ism is alsoadoptedfor parameterizing
sinkingof diatomswith Wp*:l m d-x

Organic
matterdecomposition
withintheoxygenated
partof thewatercolumn
occurs
at therateef,•(O2)D.
The functionfn(O2) introduces
an oxygenlimitation
Fecalpellets,constitutingthe unassimilated
part of in- on the efficiency
of this process
andis expressed
by a
gestedfood (the group of terms inside the first four hyperbolic function
squarebracketsin (4a), as well as dead phytoplank02
ton andzooplankton
(the termsinsidethe fifth square

bracket)are the sources
of labileparticulateorganic
matter. They are recycled in the water column as a

f,•(O2)-O2+R0forO2_>3pM,(6)

with Ro--10 pM denotingthe half-saturationconstant.

resultof utilizationby zooplankton
and bacteria(the It impliesthat the aerobicdecomposition
rate decreases
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with decreasing
oxygenconcentrations
and vanishes fourth terms,however,representdenitrificationunder
when02 < 3 /•M in the water column. This choice oxygendeficientconditions.
The third term modelsniof threshold value is consistent with observationsfrom . trate to nitrite reduction, and the fourth term repre-

the Black Sea and other oceanicregions[Lipschultzet
al., 1990; Yakushev
and Neretin, 1997].

sentsthe nitrite reductionto nitrogen gas (the second
stageof alenitrification).Sincenitrogen gas eventually

When oxygen is depleted in the water column, decompositionof particulate matter occursanaerobically
at a rate ef•(O2)D by utilizing nitrate, abundantbelow
the euphotic zone. This processis controlled by the
function f•(O2)

escapesto the atmosphere, this term implies a net nitrogen loss from the system.
The secondstage nitrification reaction forms the ni-

<

f•(O2)- Ko+02

trate sourcein the model (the first terms in (4e)). The
nitrate is lost from the systemthrough its uptake by the
phytoplankton(the third term), nitrate reduction(the

second
term), andMn2+ oxidation(the fourthterm).

(7)

2.3.

Redox

Model

which impliesthat a maximum rate of anaerobicdecomThe redox model followsOguz et al. [2000] and is
position occurs at zero oxygen concentrationand debasedon a simplifiedset of oxygen,nitrogen and sulfur
creasesgradually as the oxygenconcentrationincreases.
reactions,which are catalyzed by the manganesecycle.
When 02 >3/•M, fd(O2) is set to zero. We take Ko=
These reactions are
2.5 •M.
In order to avoid additional complexity in the model
HS-+ •I 02+ H+- sO+ H20
(8)
formulation, we do not invoke a sophisticatedDON cy-

cle (for example,as by Andersonet al. [1998]). Phy-

2Mn2+ + 02 + 2H20 = 2MnO2+ 4H+

toplankton exudation and aerobic detritus breakdown
constitute the two DON sources, whereas bacterial up-

take is the solelossterm in (4b).
Aerobic and anaerobic decompositionof particulate
material provide ammonium sourcesin different parts
of the water column(the term insidethe first square
bracket in (4c). Excretion by plankton groups (the
terms insidethe secondsquarebrackets)constituteanother ammonium sourcein the oxygenatedregion. The
lossesincludeammoniumuptakeby phytoplankton(the
secondterm) and its oxidationby oxygento nitrite under aerobicconditions(the fourthterm) asthe first step
of nitrification.

In anaerobic conditions, ammonium

is oxidized by particulate manganeseavailable within

the suboxic-anoxic
interfaceregion(the last term). As
we shall see later, this processdepletes ammonium in
the SOL and preventsits upward transport further into
the euphotic zone. Mn oxidation of ammonium therefore completelydecouplesthe subpycnoclineammonium
sourcefrom the near-surfacenitrogen sourceused for
new production. This is a distinctly differentfeature of
the Black Sea from other suboxic basins of the world
oceans.

Previousobservations
[Codispodi
et al., 1991;Basturk
et al., 1994]indicatedthat nitrite concentrations
in the
euphoticzonewere alwayssmallerthan the other forms
of nitrogen. Thus the contribution of nitrite uptake to
phytoplanktonproductionis expectedto be small. This
was further confirmed by our preliminary experiments.
Thus the nitrite (4d) involvesonly oxidation-reduction
reactions associated with nitrification

and denitrifica-

(9)

2NO3-+5Mn 2++4H20:N2+5MnO2+8H + (10)

2NH•
++3MnO2+4H +-N2+3Mn 2++6H20 (11)
HS- + MnO2+ 3H+ - So+ Mn2+ + H20.

(12)

Thus hydrogensulfideHS-, elementalsulfur Sø, dissolvedoxygen02, dissolved
manganese
Mn2+, and particulate manganeseMnO2 constitute additional elements
of the

redox

model.

The

kinetics

of these

reactions

are taken to be first order with respect to each of the

individualstate variables[cf. Oguz et al., 2000]. A
schematicview of the redox cycling is shown in Figure
3b. The set of reactions

for each variable

of the redox

model is given by

(13a)

(13b)

(13c)
(13d)
(13e)

In addition to air-seaexchange(see (15) in section
2.4), photosyntheticproductionin the euphotic zone

tion. In (4d), the first two terms representthe ammo-

(the termsin the squareparentheses
in (13a)) consti-

nium

tutes a sourceof dissolvedoxygen. Oxygen lossesarise
due to consumptionin organic matter decomposition

to nitrite

and nitrite

to nitrate

oxidation

reac-

tions in oxygenatedwaters,respectively.The third and
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(the secondterm) and oxidationof ammoniumand nitrite, hydrogensulfide,and dissolved
manganese
(the
last four terms).
Hydrogensulfideis suppliedto the watercolumnfrom
the bottom boundaryof the model. In the vicinity of
the suboxic-anoxicinterface zone, it is oxidized first by
particulate manganese.The availableoxygenresource
is also utilized for oxidation of hydrogensulfide transported upwards in the SOL. These processesare governedby the first and secondterms of (13b), respectively. Sinceelementalsulfur is formed during these
oxidation processes,the same kinetic terms appear as
the sourceterms in the sulfur (13c). The last term in
the sulfurbalancerepresents
bacteriallymediatedsulfur
reduction. The model does not incorporate hydrogen
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ature and salinity valuesof the physicalmodel at each
time step.

H2S,NH4+ and Mn2+ concentrations
of 25, 10, and
12/•M are prescribed,respectively,on the basisof available data at the bottom boundaryof the modelto drive
the sulfurand manganesecyclesnear the suboxic-anoxic
interfacezone. The physicalmodelis forcedby daily climatologicalwind stress,the net surfaceheat flux, and
surfacesalinity. The model prescribesno-stress,noheat, and no-salt flux conditions at the bottom boundary.

2.5. Numerical Procedure,
and Transient Adjustment

Initial

Conditions,

Becausethe model should resolvesharp gradientsof

sulfidegenerationassociated
with the sulfurreduction. oxygen, hydrogen sulfide, and nitrate as well as other
The reactionsdrivingmanganese
cyclingare givenby gradients in different parts of the water column, a total
the terms in (13d) and (13e). Dissolvedmanganese, of 50 vertical levelsis introduced with a grid spacingof
transported upwards within the anoxic layer, reacts •3.0 m. A time step of 5 min is used in the numerical
with nitrate and oxygen(the third and fourth terms) integration of the system of equations. The vertical
to produceparticulatemanganese
whichis then usedto discretization schemeis implicit to avoid computational
oxidizehydrogensulfideand ammonium(the first two instabilities due to small grid spacingand the relatively

terms). All thesereactiontermsalsoappearin (13e) large time step. The computational mode of solutions

for the particulate manganesebalance.
2.4.

Boundary

associatedwith the use of leapfrog time differencingis
prevented by applying a time filter at each time step.
The finite difference procedure essentiallyfollows the

Conditions

The bottom boundary of the model, hb, is 150 m.
This roughlycorresponds
to the baseof the permanent
pycnocline zone and is situated •25 m below the base of

the suboxiclayer simulatedby the model. Unlessotherwise specified,the turbulent flux for each state variable
is set to zero at the surface and bottom

boundaries.

In the diatom and detritus equations,this conditionis
extendedto includeabsenceof sinkingfluxes. In the
most generalform, the surfaceand bottom boundary
conditions are specifiedas
OF

+wbF=0

+

at z=0,

-hb.

(14)

Princeton

Ocean

Model

code.

The physical model is initialized with stably stratified upper ocean temperature and salinity profiles representative of autumn conditions for the interior part
of the sea. The integration starts from the first of October which is typically the beginningof mixing season
in the water column. The biogeochemicalmodel is initialized with vertically uniform nitrate and ammonium

concentrations
of 3.5 and 0.5 mmol m-3, respectively,
throughout the water column. Oxygen is initially set
to 15 /•M down to 100 m and zero further below near
the lower boundary of the model. Other state variables
of the model
over the water

are initialized
column.

with

small constant

The model

therefore

values

does not

A justification
for the assumption
of no exportfluxof possessany a priori vertical biogeochemicalstructure.
First the physical model is integrated for 5 years to
particulate
matterfromthebottomboundary
wasgiven
achieve
a yearly cycle of the upper-layer physicalstrucby Oguzet al. [1996,1999].
ture.
Using
these results, the biogeochemicalmodel is
In theoxygen
equation,
the air-seaexchange
process
is expressed
in termsof the "stagnantfilm" modelof

Broecker
andPeng[1982]as

002 -- Vp[0•at- 02(z= 0)],

( + '%)-52

z--O

(15)

where l?p is the piston velocitytaken as 3 m d-1 in

then integrated for 4 years to attain an equilibrium solution of the yearly cyclesof the biogeochemicalfields
following a transient adjustment period from the initial conditions. The vertically uniform initial nitrogen
structure adjusts itself to changesin the system near
the surface and bottom boundaries of the model within

a few monthsafter the beginningof the time integra-

our simulations.02satrepresents
the oxygensatura- tion. The entrainmentassociatedwith winter cooling
tion concentrationcomputedaccordingto the United tends to build up a uniform nitrate structure within
Nations Education,Social and Cultural Organization the convectivelygeneratedwinter mixed layer, whereas

(UNESCO) [1986]formulausingthe surfacetemper- nitrogen cycling leads to accumulation of nitrate below
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the seasonalthermocline during the following summer.
Near the bottom of the model, denitrification and particulate manganeseoxidation gradually erodethe initial
nitrate

structure

and form a lower nitracline

zone within

the first year of integration.
In the oxygenated layer, an initial oxygen concentration of 15 /•M is taken intentionally to be much
smaller than the typical observedvalues(around 300
/•M). In fact, this choicewas found to be unimportant
since the air-sea flux develops the typically observed
pattern shortly after the start of model integration. In
deeper parts of the water column where the suboxic
zone is expected to form, the initial oxygen concentration is higher than that typically found at these depths.
Once the biologicalpump starts functioning, the initial
oxygen concentration at these levels decreasesowing
to oxidation and gradually reachestrace levels in the
suboxic zone. The transient adjustment is completed
to a large extent within the first year, and the system
approachesan equilibrium state within the following 2
years. Specificationof higher initial oxygenvaluesprolongsthe transient adjustment time but does not alter
the vertical oxygenstructure of the final state.

STRUCTURE

model, this approach was adequate to achieve a conserved system.
The ammonium and hydrogensulfide equationsalso
possesssimilar lossesexpressedby k8NH4MnO2 and

ksSø, respectively.
Theselosses
are, however,compensated by the ammonium and sulfide sourcesprescribed
at the lowerboundaryof the model. With thesechoices,
the model tends to approach to an equilibrium state
after two more years of integration, which providesa
fully conservedsystemwhen integrated over the year
and over the water column.

2.6.

Estimation

of Parameter

Values

The values of input parameters used in the model
simulations (see Tables 1, 2, and 3) were fully exploredin our companion
papers[cf. Oguzet al., 2000,
and Oguz et al., submittedmanuscript,2000]. They
were specifiedfrom available observationsand then optimized by a series of sensitivity experiments. Most
of the parameter values given in Table 2 come from
measurementsperformed by the Shirshov Institute of

Oceanology,Moscow(E. A. Shushkina,personalcomA loss of nitrogen during denitrification[kafa(O2) munication, 1998). Those given in Table I are consisNO2] and oxidationof dissolvedmanganese[•7k7N03 tent with otherBlackSeastudies[Belyeavand Kondu-

Mn2+]occurs
withinthelowerpart of thesuboxic
zone, forova, 1992; Lebedevaand $hushkina, 1994; Gregoireet
where nitrate is supplied from the lower nitracline by
downward diffusion. Although they are small, such
lossesare accumulatedduring the long-term integration
and causea gradual erosionof the nitrate peak, unless
there is a compensatorynitrate source. These lossesare
therefore monitored at each time step, and once the initial temporal adjustment is completed during the first
2 years, an equal amount of nitrate is added to the
nitrate equation at the level of its maximum concentration.

Within

the limitations

of the one-dimensional

al., 1998;Lancelotet al., 2000]. The growthandmortality parameters and the coefficientsof food preferences
for A urelia were specifiedaccordingto Ishii and Bam-

stedt[1998],Sullivanet al. [1994],and Stoeckeret al.
[1987],respectively.The measurements
carriedout by
Wardand Kilpatrick[1991],Millero [1991],Tebo[1991],
Lewisand Landing[1991],Yao and Millero [1993]and
Yakushevand Neretin [1997]were usedto deducethe
rate constants

of various oxidation-reduction

of the nitrogen,oxygen,and sulfurcycles(Table 3). For

Table 1. Parameters of the Biological Model Used in the Simulations
Parmneter

a
k•o

kc
bf,bd,bp,bb
af , ad, az , ap, ab

cs, ct

reactions

Definition

photosynthesisefficiency parameter
light extinction coefficientfor PAR

Value

0.01
--1
0.08 m

phytoplankton
self-shading
coefficient

0.07m2 (mmolN)-•

food preferencesof microzooplanktonon
flagellate, diatom, detritus, bacteria
food preferencesof mesozooplanktonon
flagellate, diatom, microzoo, detritus, bacteria

0.7, 0.2, 1.0, 1.0
0.2, 0.8,0.4,0.7,0.0

food preferencesof A urelia
microzoo and mesozooplankton
ammonium inhibition of nitrate uptake

0.0, 0.15

exudation

0.05

rate

half-saturation constant in nitrate uptake
half saturation constant in ammonium uptake
backgroundkinematic diffusivity for z_<75m
backgroundkinematic diffusivity for z>75 m

3 (mmolN m-3) -x
0.5 mmol N m-3
0.2 mmol

N m

--3

2x10-Sm2s -•
0.2x10- 5m2s-•
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Table 2. Parameters of the Biological Model Used in the Simulations
Parameter

Definition

Pd

Pf

Zs

Zt

Z•

Z,•

B

Q10

Q10 parameterin f(T)

1.2

1.2

2.0

2.0

20

2.2

and r•
A,
/•
7•

maximum gro•vth rates
mortality rates
excretion rates
assimilation efficiencies

2.9
0.04
-

2.0
0.08
-

2.0
0.04
0.07
0.75

1.3
0.04
0.07
0.75

10
0 08
0 08
0 80

0.15-0.9

3.2

0.003

-

R•

half saturation constants

-

-

0.5

0.4

05

more details on the choiceof parameter values,see Oguz

2.5

0.03

0.08

0.80

-

0.7

0.75

buoyancyinducedmixing, comparedto valuesof 1 cm2

et al. [2000],and Oguzet al., (submittedmanuscript, s-1 duringthe summermonths. Moreover,a smaller
valueon the orderof 0.01 cm2 s-1 is suggested
in the
2000).
The rangesof variabilityand verticalstructureof dif- suboxiczone by microstructuremeasurements[Gregg
and Ozsoy,1999],aswell asby estimatesfrom the Garfusivity and temperaturewere describedpreviouslyby
Oguzet al., [1996, 1999, 2000] and thereforenot re- gett parameterization[Gargett,1984]and from the oxypeatedhere. The temperatureat the near-surface
levels gen budgetcomputations
[Brewerand Spencer,1974].
variesseasonallyfrom minimum valuesof •6øC within Therefore we take the backgroundvalue of the eddy
the mixedlayerat --•50-75m duringwinterup to --•25øC diffusivityvb=0.2 cm2 s-1 within the upper 60 m, dein summer within a shallower mixed layer of less than
creasing
linearlyto v•=0.02 cm2 s-• at 75 m andretain
15 m. A remnant of cold winter waters resides below
this valueat deeperlevels[seeOguzet al., 2000,Figure
the mixed layer and thereforeintroducesa great deal 2].
of temperature stratification within the euphotic zone
duringthe annualwarmingcycle[seeOguzet al., 1996, 3.
Model Results and Discussion

Figures3 and 4] and Oguzet al., [1999,Figure6a]

3.1. Annual Plankton Cycles and Community
for the temperature simulationsand comparisonwith Structure
observations).The verticalprofilesof eddy diffusivity
comp-•tedby the Mellor-Yamada level 2.5 turbulence
Resultsfroma specific
simulation
experiment
repreparameterizationof the physicalmodel exhibit almost senting conditions of the A urelia-dominated Black Sea
3 ordersof magnitudechangeduringthe year[seeOguz ecosystemare briefly summarizedhere and presented
et al., 1999, Figure 6b]. Kb may be as high as 1000 morefullybyOguzet al.,(submitted
manuscript,
2000).
cm2 s-1 duringthe winter period of strongwind and A specific
datasetreported
byShushkina
et al. [1983]
Table 3. Parametersof the Nitrogen and Redox Models Used in the
Simulations

Parameter

•
n

Definition

Value

detritus decompositionrates

0.05 d-1

fraction of detritus remineralization

0.85

directly converted to ammonium

c•0,c•,c•2,c•a
c•s,c•6,c•7,c•s
kl
k2

stoichiometriccoefficients
stoichiometric
coefficients
rate of ammoniumoxidationby 02
rate of nitrite oxidationby 02

8.6, 0.2, 5.3, 8.6
0.5, 0.5, 0.4, 1.5
0.1 d-1
0.25 d- •

ka
k4

nitrate reduction rate
nitrite reduction rate

0.05 d- •
0.03 d- •

/cs
k6
k7
/cs
k9

rate of sulfideoxidationby 02
rate of manganese
oxidationby 02
rate of manganese
oxidationby NOa
rate of ammoniumoxidationby MnO2
rate of sulfideoxidationby MnO2

0.05/•M d-1
0.1 /•M d- •
0.25/zM d- •
1.0/•M d-1
30/zM d- •

ks

l/Vs*

sulfide reduction rate

0.01 d-1

fall speedof manganese
particles

3.0 m d-•
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Figure 4. Temporal
variations
of watercolumnintegrated
phytoplankton,
bacterioplankton,
microzooplankton,
andmesozooplankton
biomass
(a) observed
at a stationoffGelendzhik
during
1978(afterShushkina
et al., [1983])and(b) simulated
by the model.

is used to validate simulations of annual phytoplankton, microzooplankton, mesozooplanktonand bacterioplankton community structures. The results are computed in the units of mmol N and then converted to
carbon units using the carbon to nitrogen ratio of 8.0
adopted in our earlier models. This ratio is set to 4.0

for Aurelia [Purcelland Kremer, 1983].
The measured

versus simulated

annual

distributions

of water column integrated phytoplankton, microzoo-

The observedtimingand intensityof theseevents(Figure 4a) werereproducedby the model,eventhoughthe
model was not initialized and forced by data specifically representative of the 1978 conditions. As shown

by the water column phytoplankton distribution over

the year in our companionpaper Oguz et al., (submitted manuscript, 2000), major parts of the second
and third bloom events of the year take place within
subthermoclinedepthsof the euphoticzonewherelight

plankton,mesozooplankton
and bacterialbiomassare

availability[cf. Oguzet al., 1996,Figure7] and nutri-

shown in Figures 4a and 4b Figure 4. One of the most
notable features in Figure 4b is the presenceof successivepeaks of phytoplankton and mesozooplankton
from March to May associatedwith prey-predator interactions in the pelagic ecosystem.The strongestphytoplankton bloom event of the year starts by the end of
January, intensifiesexponentially during February, and

ent availability (cf. Oguz et al., submittedmanuscript,
2000, Figures5a and 5b) weresufficientto promotenet
phytoplankton growth.
Both the data and model simulationsuggestlow mi-

reachesits peakvalueof •6.0 gC m-2 withinthe first
week of March. It is followedby two additional, longerlasting bloom events during April-July and October-

Novemberwith maximumintensities
of •2.0 gC m-2.

crozooplankton
biomass
(lessthan0.5gC m-2) throughout the year. This is a consequence
of their low growth
rate and predation by the mesozooplanktonand A urelia communities.Similarly,the watercolumnintegrated
bacterioplanktonbiomass(Figure 4b) is low (typically

lessthan •0.5 gC m-2) duringthe late autumnand
vanishestoward the winter season. Bacterioplankton
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Figure 5. Temporalvariationsof detrital material (in mmol N m--3) within the watercolumn
simulated by the model.

stocksalmostdoublefollowingthe March diatom bloom
until midsummer. The successive
phytoplankton, mesozooplankton, Noctiluca, and A urelia peaks govern organic matter production and thus the efficiencyof nitrogencyclingin the water columnthroughoutthe year.
3.2.

Water

Column Nitrogen

The annual

distribution

Structure

of detritus

within

the water

column(Figure 5) followsthat of the plankton blooms
(Figure 4). Particulate matter is depletedcompletely
during.the winter seasonwhen there is minimal biological activity. It exhibits a rapid increase in March
to maximum concentrations of •1.4

mmol N m -3 fol-

strongseasonalthermocline/pycnoclinelocatedat •-15
m depth. In the region below the seasonalthermocline,
a layer of vertically uniform nitrate concentrations is
evidentto 50 m depth. Starting after the bloom period
in March, the May and August profiles(seenitrate distribution given by Oguz et al., submitted manuscript,
2000, Figure 5) indicate a gradual build-up of nitrate
in this zone as a consequence
of the increasedbiological activity and subsequentnitrogen recycling. Nitrate
accumulatedin this region supports subsurfacephytoplankton productionduring the summer(cf. Oguz et
al., submitted manuscript,2000, Figures 5a-5c). Further below, the nitrate profilespossessa linear increase

lowing the maximum annual phytoplankton and meso-

up to a distinct maximum of about 7 mmol m-3 at

zooplanktonproduction(seeFigure 4b). Theseblooms

around 70 m. The peak is broader and stronger during
the autumn and winter correspondingto a more active
nitrogen recycling phase following the spring and summer phytoplankton blooms. Thus different slopesof the

are, however, rapidly remineralized and converted to
ammonium

and nitrate

which are then made available

for regeneratedproduction in the subsequentmonths.
The signature of regeneratedproduction is evident in
the detritus distribution shown in Figure 5 as transient increases in concentration during the May-June
and September-Octoberperiods. The detritus distribution tends to decreasewith depth indicating that particulate matter is remineralized preferentially within the

oxygenarealpart of the water column (seeFigure 10 for
oxygendistributions). Anaerobicdecompositionremineralizes the rest of the detrital material sinking to-

Nitrate (mmol N/ms)
0

3

4

5

6

7

8

Simulated
4O

80

by our choiceof boundaryconditions(see(14)).
Vertical profiles of nitrate concentrationare plotted

lOO

at selectedtimes of the year in Figure 6. Prior to the
February-March phytoplankton bloom, nitrate concen-

12o

trationsincreasegraduallyby morethan 2 mmolm-3

14o

due to lack of supply from subsurfacelevels acrossthe

2

2o

ward the deeper part of the water column. Recall that
there is no export from the baseof the model as implied

within the upper 50 m (seethe end of Decemberand
January profilesin Figure). The summermixed layer
concentrations,
however,do not exceed0.1 mmol m-3

1

ß
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Figure 6. The modelsimulated
dailyaveraged
vertical
nitrateprofiles(in mmolN m-3) versus
depth(m) at
selectedtimes of the year.
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Figure ?. (a) The modelsimulated,
and(b) observed
nitrateprofiles
versus
sigma-t(kgm-a)
at selected
timesof the year.The observed
profiles
wereobtainedby theR/V Knorrsurveys
in
the BlackSeaduringsummer1988.The concentrations
are expressed
in unitsof mmolN m-3.

nitracline signify different phasesof nitrogen cycling in
the water column during the year.
The

structure

below

the level of the nitrate

maxi-

mum, however, remains uniform throughout the year.
This zone is characterized by two different types of nitrate variation. The layer immediately below the peak

almost1 mmol m-3 higherthan the valuein our simulations. Other data sets indicate regional as well as
year to year variability of the nitrate maximum in the

rangefrom 6 to 9 mmol m-3.
It will be shown section 3.3 that position of the nitrate maximum is intimately related to the location of
onset of trace level oxygenconcentrationsas they con-

(from 75 to 95 m depths)has a relativelylarger slope
and is followedby much steeper variations (from 95 trol the lower limit of nitrification in the water column.
to 105 m depths) before nitrate concentrationsvan- Nitrate concentrationsdecreaseuniformly to their trace
ish around 110 m depth. The balance of ecological values around the 16.0 sigma-t level, which is located
processestends to favor nitrate production within the
roughly 35 m belowthe the nitrate maximum (Figure
upper 75 m. The subsequent 35 m zone represents a
6). A similartrend canalsobe seenin the observedprolayer of continuous nitrate depletion due to consump- files (Figure 7b). In addition,the presenceof a nitrate
tion during denitrification and oxidation of particulate depletedzonefromthe surfaceto at •014.5kg m-3, and
manganese. In the steady state perpetual year of the
model system, the loss is compensatedby a downward
diffusive

nitrate

flux.

Consideringthe fact that the upper layer water column of the Black Sea has a very strongdensitystratification and that chemical properties are distributed almost uniformly alongisopycnalsurfaces,it is customary
to expressvertical variations of biogeochemicalproperties using density as the vertical coordinate. When

subsequentvariations up to the nitrate maximum seen
in the May and August profilesagreefavorably with the
observationsshownin Figure 7b.
A set of ammonium profilescomputed by the model

is shown in Figure 8a, (see Oguz et al., submitted
manuscript, 2000, Figure 5c for the annual water col-

umn distribution). The summerperiodis characterized
by depleted ammonium stocks within the mixed layer,
followed by peak concentrations on the order of 0.2-

nitrate profilesare plotted againstdensity(Figure 7a),

0.4 mmol m-3 aroundthe baseof the euphoticzone.

the position of the subsurface nitrate peak coincides
approximately with the 15.5 sigma-t level. This is gen-

These

elevated

subthermocline

ammonium

concentra-

tions arise due to inputs from excretion and aerobic

erally supportedby observations[Tugrul et al., 1992; organicmatter decomposition
(compare(4c)) following
Saydam et al., 1993; Buesseler et al., 1994; Basturk et subsurfaceplankton productionin summer(cf. Oguz et
al., 1994and others],althoughsix repeatedcastsat 42 al., submittedmanuscript,2000, Figure 5a). During the
50øNand 32 00øEduringthe i monthperiodof the R/V
lessproductive winter months after the autumn phytoKnorr surveyssuggestsomedegreeof variability of the planktonbloom(asdepictedin Fig. 8a by the December
peak position between the 15.3 and 15.6 sigma-t lev- profile),the ammoniumpeak is erodedto a largeextent
els (Figure 7b). Furthermore,this particular data set as it is oxidized to nitrate. At deeper levels, all the amprovides maximum nitrate values of •08.0 mmol m -3

monium profiles exhibit consistently a linear trend of
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Figure 8. (a) The modelsimulated
dailyaveraged
ammonium
profilesversussigma-t(kgm-3)
at selectedtimesof the year, (b) the observed
ammoniumprofilesversussigma-t(kg m-3)
obtainedby the R/V Knorr surveysin the Black Sea during summer1988. The concentrations
are expressedin units of mmol N m-3

decreasetoward trace concentrationsat at •15.7 kg

as ammonium since nitrite is an intermediate product

m-3 This positionroughlycorresponds
to the baseof

of the NH4+ to NO3- oxidation. Presence of such
peaks near the base of the euphotic zone with concen-

a narrow zone of relatively high-nitrate concentrations
immediately below the nitrate peak and to the level of

low dissolved
oxygenconcentrations
•3/•M (see(10a)).

trationsof •0.2 mmol m-3 are reportedby Codispoti
et al., [1991]and Basturk et al., [1994], as shownin

The ammonium concentrationsincreasesharply below

Figure 9b. The second peak, with concentrations of

this level,reachingat the valuesof 1 mmolm-3 near •0.5 mmolm-3, is developed
within the suboxiclayer
at •16.0 kg m-3, andits prescribed
boundaryvalueof arounda• •15.90 kg m-3 andis associated
with nitrate
10 mmolm-3 at at •16.5 kg m-3.
reduction. This peak therefore marks the denitrification
The vertical nitrite structure computed by the model
is similar

to ammonium

and exhibits

two distinct

max-

zone which correspondsin our model to the depths with
oxygen concentrationslessthan 3/•M. Its location and

ima (Figure 9a). The first peak is locatedwithin the

magnitudeare consistentwith observations
(Figure9b).

oxygenatedpart of the water columnat the samedepths

In contrast to nitrite, a series of successiveammo-
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0.0
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0.4
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Figure 9. (a) The modelsimulated
dailyaveraged
nitriteprofiles
versus
sigma-t(kg m-3) at
selected
timesof the year,(b) the observed
nitrite profilesversussigma-t(kg m-3) obtainedby
the R/V Knorr surveysin the Black Seaduringsummer1988. The concentrations
are expressed
in units of mmol N m -3
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Figure 10. Temporalvariationsof dissolved
oxygenwithin the water columnsimulatedby the
model. Contoursare drawn at intervalsof 50 mmol m-3 for concentrations
greaterthan 50 mmol
m -3 and of 10 mmolm -a otherwise.

year. After March, with the initiation of the warming
season,the surfaceoxygenflux givenby (15) drivesan
which does not at all resemble the form of our simueffiux of oxygento the atmosphere.The signatureof
lated profiles. A closer inspection, however, provides this loss in Figure 10 is the reduction of oxygenconnium profiles(Figure 8b) carriedout in the Knorr 1988

surveys reveal more complicated and noisy structure,

an indication of several peaks in different profiles confined within the oxygenated part of the water column

centrationsto 250/•M within the uppermost 10 m during the spring and summermonths. A subsequentlin-

(i.e.,at depthslessthanat -•15.0kgm-3). Ammonium

ear trend

within the suboxic layer also has complicated structure
and varies from one sample to another. Ammonium
transported upward from the deep pool seems to decrease to trace concentrations at some depth between

links lower surface oxygen concentrationsto those of
relatively higher subthermocline concentrations. Dependingon the strengthof summerphytoplanktonproductivity, the sub-thermoclineconcentrationsvary from
350/•M in mid-May to 450/•M during July-September,
as further quantified by the distribution of photosyn-

the at •15.7 and 15.9 kg m-3 levelsin differentprofiles. Some profiles do not even reveal an ammonium
depleted zone but instead show concentrations greater

of increase

across the seasonal

thermocline

thetic oxygenproduction(Figure 11a). Typical oxygen
The sourceof suchvariability profilesobservedduring the winter and summer months
in the ammonium measurements, contrary to that ob- (Figures 12a and 12b) are similar to our simulations

than •0.2 mmol m-3

served in other variables, could be partially due to the
complexity of the redox reactions in this zone. Measurement errors may also contribute to noise in Figure
8b.

3.3.

Water

Column Oxygen Structure

The euphotic layer oxygen concentration undergoes
pronounced seasonalvariations within a broad range

of valuesfrom •250 to 450 /•M (Figure 10). The pe-

in terms of both the form of vertical profile and the

range of oxygenconcentrations.The winter profilesexhibit vertically homogeneousoxygen concentrationsof
around 350 /•M as predicted by the model. The summer profilesalsoresemblethosecomputedby our model
except with •50/•M lower peak concentrationvalues.
No major seasonalvariations take place in oxygen

below50 m depth (Figure 10). Irrespectiveof the season, the oxygen concentration decreasesalmost linearly
within the oxycline zone to •50 pJMat 75 m, to 10/•M
at 90 m, and finally vanishesat about 95 m. Remineralization appears to be the major sink for oxygen at
these levels, exceedingthe oxygenconsumptiondue to

riod from the beginning of January until mid-March
exhibits vertically uniform mixed layer concentrations
of -•325 /•M, ventilating the upper 50 m of the water
column as a result of convectiveoverturning. The role
of atmospheric oxygen input in the ventilation process nitrificationby almostan order of magnitude(Figures
dependsupon the excessof saturated oxygen concentra- 1lb and 11c).
The simulated and observed variations within the
tions overthe surfaceoxygenand the value of the piston

velocity(see(15)). The maximumcontributionof oxygen saturation is realized toward the end of February
during the period of coolestmixed layer temperatures

oxyclineand the suboxiczoneare shownin further detail in Figures13a and 13b. The computedprofilessuggestlinear variationswithin the oxyclinefrom concen-

(seeOguzet al., [1999]),coincidingwith the maximum trationsof -• 100/•M at at • 15.3kgm-3 to • 10/•M at
variations(Figand deepest winter oxygen concentrations during the at •15.7 kg m-3 withoutany seasonal
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Figure 11. Temporalvariationsof •he (a) photosynthetic
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in units of mmolm -3 d-1 Gon•ours
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ure 13a). Within the suboxiclayer, oxygenconcentra-

structures

are all consistent

with

the definition

of the

tionsvanisharoundat •15.9 kg m-3, whichis located suboxic layer. We expect that eddy-induced variability
,,•7m (or equivalently
Aat •0.1 kg m-3) abovethe po- associated with the complex, mesoscale-dominatedcirsition of the nitrate depletion. When comparedwith the
observedprofiles in Figure 13b, the position and slope
of the simulated oxycline zone as well as its structure
within the suboxiclayer lie within the rangeof observed
variation. We note in Figure 13b that the June and July

1988 profilesdiffer from eachother, even though their

culation system could be a mechanismfor generating
short-term changesin the structure of the suboxiczone
oxygenprofile. Our sensitivityexperimentssuggested
that slightly different choicesof the vertical eddy diffusivity can generate such variations.
Becausethe H2S layer is located only •100 m below
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the surface in most parts of the Black Sea, the possible vertical extent of ventilation of the upper layer
water column is a critically important issue. Apart

foldstrongerclimatological
heatflux (i.e., cooling)during the December-Februaryperiod. Accordingly,the

monthly averagedheat fluxesappliedin this period were
taken to be 450, 390, and 210 W m-2 When com[Basturket al., 1998], one possibleventilationmech- pared with typical climatologicalconditions,the minianism is the convectiveoverturning processfollowing mum winter mixed layer temperature is reducedto 2øC
intensewinter atmosphericcoolingepisodes.Although whichis •4.5øC lowerthan that of the standardrun [see
this processin general takes place intermittently in the
Oguzet al., 1999,Figure6a]. Becauseof the presence
form of strong cold air outbreaks, we investigatedits of very strongupper layer stratification,this stronger,
role in this model by specifying a smoothly varying, season-long
coolingcauses
onlyan •0.5 kg m-3 increase
continuous,but stronger cooling over the winter sea- in the mixed layer density. The corresponding
mixed
son. Then, using the equilibrium solution of the ex- layer deepeningis therefore insignificantand not more
periment described above as the initial condition, we than -•10-15 m (not shown). Thus it appearsthat the
forced the model for one additional year with a threestrongstability of the water columnhardly allowsany
from

lateral

ventilation

events

across the shelf break
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seasonalvariation of the oxygen below 60-70 m due to
atmospheric ventilation. A similar limited vertical extent of ventilation

can also be inferred from the observed

winter profilesshown in Figure 12a.
3.4.

Suboxic-Anoxic

Interface

Structure

The vertical profiles of hydrogen sulfide, elemental
sulfur, and dissolvedmanganesecomputedby the model

and the corresponding
profilesobservedduringthe R/V
Knorr surveys are shown respectively in Figures 14a
and 14b. The computed profiles are plotted only for
the annual

mean

values since the suboxic-anoxic

inter-

face zone structure is unaffectedby seasonallyvarying

euphoticand oxycline/nitraclineprocesses
and therefore does not possessany significant temporal variability. One important feature noted in Figure 14a is reduction of hydrogen sulfide concentrationsto trace values

at aroundthe at --•15.95kg m-3 levelwhereasoxygen
vanishesat slightly shallower depths of at •15.85 kg

m-3 (seeFigure13a). The levelof vanishing
hydrogen
sulfide,however,doescoincidewith that of nitrate (see
Figsures6 and 7), implying its crucialrole in hydrogen
sulfide oxidation. As described in section 2.3, nitrate
oxidizesdissolvedmanganeseas the latter diffusesupward from deeperlevels. This reaction producesparticulate manganese,which then oxidizeshydrogensulfide
and generates,as a by-product, dissolvedmanganese
which contributes to maintaining the redox processes
in this zone. The availability of dissolvedmanganese
through diffusion from deeper levels as well as local
productioncan be inferred in Figure 14a by its slightly
higher values, compared with those of sulfide near the
interface zone. Elemental sulfur is also produced as a
by-product in these processes. The sulfur peak shown
in Figure 14a thus identifies the vertical extent of these
redox reactions.

of the interface

structure.

The simulated

and observed

profiles, however, indicate some differences too. The
most notable is the presenceof slightly higher observed
dissolvedmanganeseconcentrationsnear the baseof the
suboxiczone. Availability of excessmanganeseleads to
a higher rate of sulfide oxidation and consequentlysulfide depletion at somewhat lower levels. This might
explain the slight differencesbetween the locations of
simulated

and observed

trace

sulfide concentrations

in

Figures 14a and 14b. For more details on the performance of the redox cycling model, we refer to Oguz et

[2000].

4. Summary and Conclusions
The upper layer biogeochemicalstructure within the
interior Black Seais simulatedusinga one-dimensional,
time-dependent,vertically resolvedphysicalbiogeochemical model applied to interior Black Sea conditions.
The physicalmodel usesa sophisticatedmixed layer
dynamic involving a level 2.5 turbulence closureand is
coupledwith the biogeochemical
model by prognostically computedwater columneddy diffusivityand temperature at eachtime step. The pelagic foodwebis representedby complexprey-predator interactionsbetween
differentphytoplanktonand zooplanktongroups.In the
model pelagicfoodweb,the gelatinouscarnivorousjellyfish Aurelia aurita and the opportunisticdinoflagellate Noctilucascintillanscontrolfunctioningof the eutrophied ecosystemof the Black Sea. Biogeochemical
transformationsbetweenorganicand inorganicformsof
nitrogen are introduced through the remineralizationammonification-nitrification-denitrification

chain of the

nitrogen cycle and are coupled with the pelagic foodweb model. These processesare finally linked to a
seriesof oxidation-reductionreactionscontrollingthe
structure and dynamics of the suboxic-anoxictransition

Observations(Figure 14b) support our simulations zone. The redox model includes anaerobic oxidation of
fairly well and point to the fact that the redox reactions hydrogensulfidethrougha seriesof reactionscatalyzed
formulated in our model can describe the main features
by dissolvedand particulatemanganese.Dissolvedoxy-
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gen is introduced as an additional prognosticvariable

1997, 1998; Konovalovet al., 1999] suggested
quasi-

for more realistic representation of aerobic remineral-

stability of the subsurfacenitrogenstructure and of the
suboxic layer over the last 15 years. The long-term,
anthropogenicallydriven increasein subsurfacenitrate

ization

and nitrification.

The results presentedin this paper show the capability of the model to simulate basic characteristicfeatures of the upper layer biogeochemicalstructure for
the Black Sea. The simulations

indicate

an almost

con-

tinuous particulate organic material production over
the annual cycle and nitrogen cycling associatedwith
year-long biologicalactivity. The biogeochemicalpump
maintains a particular nitrate structure over the year,
characterized by a well-pronouncednitracline near the
baseof euphotic zone and a subsequentsubsurfacemaximum. The model demonstratesthat oxygen consumption during particle remineralization and nitrification,
together with limited ventilation of subsurfacewaters,
are the two main factors governingthe form of the nitrate profile. Oxygen, generatedphotosyntheticallyand
by air-sea interactions, is consumedimmediately within
approximately the upper 75 m of the water column.
The layer below is not ventilated at all due to the presence of a very strong density stratification acrossthe
permanent pycnocline. The most dynamic biogeochemical processesare therefore restricted to the upper 75 m
depth of the water column.
Biogeochemical processesin deeper levels possessa

very different character. In the oxygen-deficientpart of
the water column, organicmatter decompositionoccurs
via denitrification by consumingsubsurfacenitrogen resources. This causes a continual

loss of nitrate

from the

system,evident from the strongreduction in subsurface
concentrations

within

•20-30

m below the level of the

nitrate peak. The secondimportant nitrate lossin this
zone is due to its consumptionthrough oxidation of hydrogensulfideand ammoniumtransported upwardfrom
deeper levels. These lossesare compensated by downward diffusive transport from the upper levels. The
result of these processesis formation of an oxygen deficient, nonsulfidiclayer with strong nitrate variations
and without any appreciableammonium concentration.
The model thus provides quantitative evidence of the
quasi-permanent suboxic layer.
The annual plankton cycle measured biweekly at a
station during 1978 seemsto be a robust example of
the ecosystemof the 1980s dominated by gelatinous
predators. A similar distribution was also provided by
the mean CZCS chlorophyll distribution in the 1980-

concentrations

since the 1960s was a critical

factor for

maintainingstability of the nitracline and suboxiclayer
on a decadaltimescaleand thus preventingthe shoaling
of the hydrogensulfide interface. Owing to very high
stratification within the upper 100 m, the biogeochemical properties are almost uniformly distributed along
density surfacesand thus possessa great deal of uniformity when the results are interpreted in terms of density as a vertical coordinate, rather than depth. It is
therefore reasonable to say that the results presented
here representfairly robust biogeochemicalcharacteristics of the Black Sea and are valid for the entire basin

except the shelf region along the western coast.
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